‘Spotlight’ Exhibition 40 on 40 Project
A special project will be unveiled on August 9 in conjunction with the museum’s
40th Anniversary. Artists Kathy Zienty & Todd Hoover approached museum staff
with an idea to create a large, 4 x 10 foot, mural that interprets a photograph taken
by Earl Vandygriff. The proposal was to engage 40 artists to each create a 12 inch
by 12 inch image taken from the photograph. The final artwork will be installed
in the ‘spotlight’ gallery along with a key image that indicates all the artists who
participated. This celebration of a community of creative minds showcases their
innovative approach each in their own respective styles and media.
Meet some of the participating artists on Thursday, August 22 beginning at noon.
top left: image in graphite by Judy Wenig-Horswell, Elkhart, IN
bottom left: manipulated photo image by Todd Hoover, South Bend, IN

New on View
Three vintage 20th
Century paintings have
been recently donated by
the Barbara Wich Estate
of Elkhart and are now
on view. Included is this
beautiful landscape by
Richard B. Gruelle (18511914), done in oil, around
1890 to 1905.
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The Tuck Langland Collection

A Biography in Sculpture continues through July 28
Don’t miss an opportunity to see this landmark exhibit and purchase a
signed catalog. Sixty sculptures will remain in the permanent collection of
MMAA marking the legacy of this important sculptor. Tuck & Janice Langland have generously contributed 95 % of
this collection over the past nine years working with Brian Byrn, Director & Curator. Future plans include a traveling
exhibit of the artist’s work to be circulated to small museums in the Midwest.

James Wille Faust
Based in Indianapolis, James Wille Faust is an artist of national notoriety who came to prominence in the 1980s. His works display a sense
of transcendental color and surface illusionism blending what critics
have called, “...that winning combination , [walking] a tightrope between abstraction and representation.” Mark Ruschman, Chief Curator
of the Indiana State Museum has stated that, “(Faust’s paintings &
sculpture) are beautifully crafted as well as mysterious.”
By the mid 1990s, Michael Roux, named Faust the “Absolut Indiana”
artist in the national Absolut Statehood Campaign organized by the
vodka company. Other artists followed suit including Andy Warhol,
Keith Haring, & Jean Michel Basquiat.
Faust is a graduate of the Herron School of Art (now a part of the IU
system). In 2005 he was invited to create a large public sculpture
which he titled The Herron Arch I. The 20-foot-tall structure, Faust’s first permanent, large-scale sculpture, is comprised
of over thirty geometric sections of aluminum painted in Faust’s signature airbrushed illusionistic patterns, also geometric. A second outdoor work is found in ARTSPARK designed by the late architect, Michael
Graves.
James Wille Faust:
The Geometric Edge of
Nature opens on Saturday, August 3. MEET the
ARTIST
left:
Bridge, 2010
acrylic on wood
15.75”h x 27”w x 3” d.
Gift of Dr. Steven Conant,
Indianapolis, In Memory of
Ruth & Elsie Conant
right: (detail of Bridge)

This Exhibition is Sponsored by Donors from the Cultural Heroes & Heroines Group

New Michiana MASTERS series
What does it mean to be a Master? First there are years
of training to become more than proficient at the craft of
making something be it music, writing, dance, or in this
case visual art. From an early age the individual has displayed a natural tendency toward expressing themselves
with an unusual tenacity for constant challenge to overcome obstacles and exude a high level of ability for problem solving. Today a career is forged with training, usually at the university level or specific art school, and the
results are seen in a finely wrought object that yields an
exciting experience for a viewer. This program seeks to
acknowledge those individuals who have accomplished
high honors in their field. Using the Elkhart Juried Regional as a starting point, the Michiana Masters program
will annually feature standout, award-winning artists, who
have consistently proven themselves and their work to
be of a high caliber
over many years.
The first Michiana
Master to be given this honor is Bill
Kremer, Cassopolis,
Michigan, who has
taught ceramics at
Notre Dame University for 47 years.
Kremer is the most award-winning artist in the 40-year
history of the EJR winning a total of 33 awards including
two BEST of SHOW awards.
A ‘spotlight’ exhibit features eighteen examples of his
ceramic works including a dazzling sample of his largescale Sculptural Vessels on display through August 4.

NEW on VIEW
Seven John Rogers groups
have been donated to MMAA
by Arthur Bronson III & his wife
Maria of Dundee, Michigan,
in Memory of his father Arthur
Bronson, Jr. The Bronson family own the largest and most
complete collection of sculptures by the 19th Century New
York artist in the country. John
Rogers (1829-1904) was one of
the most influential artists on a
young Norman Rockwell.
Rare & desirable by museums, MMAA now owns the most
Rogers Groups held in any public collection in Indiana!
above: Returned Volunteer, How the Fort Was Taken, 1864
right: We Boys, 1872
far right: Politics, 1888

Bus Trip to Chicago!

Architectural River Cruise & AIC
Members of the Midwest Museum of American Art will travel
on Monday, August 19 to experience the Chicago archtiectural river cruise from North Pier. In addition we will drop off
passegers at the Art Institute of Chicago for an afternoon of
lunch on your own and exploring the galleries. This will be
an exciting look at some of the world-class buildings of the
Windy City. Limited seating. Call 293-6660 to enroll. Payment due upon registration. FEE: $90/person

Subscribe to our email list
for up-to-the-minute updates
Follow & Like us on Facebook
Follow MMAA on

Attention Artists: Call for Entries

41st Elkhart Juried Regional, September 10 - 21
A new rules of entry form will be available on the MMAA website beginning August 1, 2019. Inquiries can be made by phone
at 574-293-6660 or email at info@midwestmuseum.us

Tributes

Noon Time Talks

Thursday • 12:20-1:00pm
July

4

Happy Birthday America!

BEAT the HEAT: Summer Film Series

Director & Curator, Brian Byrn, introduces the topic of two films from
the National Gallery of Art. Enjoy the coolness of the Main Gallery at
MMAA as the heat turns up this Summer.

July 11
		
July 18

Of Times, Tombs, & Treasure:
The Treasures of Tutankhamun (29min)
Courtly Art of the Ancient Maya (30min)

July

This American Gothic (63min)

25

		
This film is a quirky portrait of Eldon, Iowa, population
998 (in 2008), site of the house that inspired one of the most famous
paintings in the world— American Gothic, 1930, by Grant Wood.
The documentary follows a group of local women as they work with
a mission to create a Gothic House Visitor Center to attract tourists
and save their struggling community.

AUG 1
Talk: John Rogers (1829-1904)
		Director/Curator Brian Byrn discusses the work of
this 19th century sculptor and his enterprise to create figure groups
each with a narrative theme.

AUG

8

Talk: James Wille Faust

AUG

15

Talk: The Hoosier Group

		
Brian Byrn discusses the geometric abstractions of
this Indiana artist and a chronology of his work.
		
		
Assistant Curator, Randy Roberts, contextualizes the
group of artists known for a regional style of Impressionism beginning
with their early years at the Royal Acadmey in Munich.

AUG 22
Talk: 40 on 40 Project			
		Brian Byrn introduces this project that has been managed by Kathy Zienty, Todd Hoover, & Earl Vandygriff in conjunction
with the 40th Anniversary of MMAA. Some of the community of participating artists will be present to give informal commentary.

AUG

29

Talk: Allen Stewart,

SEP

5

Talk: Helen Frankenthaler

Director Hall of Heroes

		
Allen Stewart is the Founder of the Elkhart Comic
Con. Stewart gives an update on the 3rd ECC & the new location of
the HOHM.

The Midwest Museum of American Art gratefully
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Eleanore & Ken Koppin
Sally LaRocca and Dick
Mary Naquin
Robert Petersen
Paul & Sally Reed
TJ Shaum
Carole & Tony Sommer
Anne & Dick Treckelo
Peggy & Kenny Twa
Tuesday Night Trivia Group
Celesta Vaughn
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Richard Roth
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Patricia Van Dyke
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Cheryl Waldman Gruber
Barbara Wich

FOUND AT THE MUSEUM
Have you found something at
FOUND AT THE MUSEUM?
Members NOW Save 15%
on purchases except framed artwork.

		
Brian Byrn gives a talk about this important abstract
artist and her position among the Abstract Expressionists and how
she became a major voice in Post Painterly Abstraction.

SEP 12
Film: The Collector: Allan Stone’s Life in Art
		Allan Stone was one of the most influential Manhattan art dealers of the last half of the 20th Century. He was a
renowned expert in abstract expressionism and well known for
a unique eye for new talent and genius. He discovered some of
the most important American artists including John Chamberlain and Wayne Thiebaud. A riveting & revealing documentary
into the obsessive nature of collecting.
SEP
SEP

19		NO NOON TIME TALK (EJR entries)
27		NO NOON TIME TALK (EJR returns)

Bill Kremer working in his Open Gate Pottery studio near Cassopolis, MI on some of his large-scale ceramic ‘sculptural vessels.’

